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After Predator hit theaters, the debate on whether or not the new film would be able to maintain the quality of the other movies in the Alien vs. Predator series quickly grew to such an extent that a major studio decided to go to the ultimate source: the director of Predator, Paul W.S. Anderson . Anderson himself has said that the original concept for the series was to be as 'fun' as it was to make, so he released the Predator sequel as such. With a budget of $14 million, and being released in the summer of 2008, Predators was a very theatrical release, with it's first teaser being the fake trailer above, in which we see the teaser scene of Arnold Schwarzenegger killing some aliens and essentially just slapping Charlize Theron around and saying 'HEY!' before firing off a Predator
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in the canon of creepy kid movies, the original 1976 incarnation of the omen stands alone, untainted by the horrendous 2006 remake. it has a palpable sense of malice to it, largely because of the juxtaposition of restraint and moments of extremity. damien
(harvey spencer stephens) isnt this little devil boy running around stabbing people, hes full of guile, deceit and, scariest of all, patience. he knows that hes playing the long gameit will be years and years before he achieves his purpose on the earth, which gives
him the uncomfortable attitude of an adult (and a pure evil one) in a childs body. the film is brooding, sullen, broken up by staccato moments of shocking violence. in particular are the infamous scene wherein a sheet of glass leads to a decapitation, or the fate

of damiens nurse in the films opening. the omen can genuinely can get under your skin, especially if youre a parent. jim vorel the rumors of a saw remake have been swirling for a while now, and its finally true. already, you can see the indications that this
movie will be a further step in the horror/thriller franchise, and are we really so surprised? saw was already pretty self-aware in its original, and the saw films have been regarded as one of the most successful crossover properties in the genre, so i wouldn't be
surprised if this one is as well. while its not the best of the saw movies, i actually enjoyed it a little bit more than the others. aside from it having a little more story, it also had a much stronger cast than the other saw films. this one was full of the same great

characters as the other movies, but they were just a little more memorable. mitchum was great as the musclebound killer, and josh stewart was a terrific villain in the saw universe. jim vorel 5ec8ef588b
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